Predicting surface mining influences in an integrated mining design and planning system
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Abstract. While planning the exploitation of a deposit, the volume and quality of coal in the longwall parcels are taken into consideration, however, designers must consider many other aspects and among them, the influence of the planned mining on the ground surface. This article presents the possibility of using the Subsidence module, integrated with mining planning tools, to perform approximate analyses of the mining influence on the surface. The assumptions of the calculation model used in the module are presented, including the general characteristics of the influence function used for forecasting. The results of the prognosis for two longwalls were compared to a reference solution routinely used to perform this type of prognosis. The differences resulting from the use of a simpler calculation model and a different method of calculating horizontal displacements were characterized. The advantages of integrating spatial data about the deposit, the projected exploitation, and its effects, which allowed a much faster assessment of the scale of projected deformations and basing the calculations on detailed geological and mining data, were also presented.

1 Introduction

Predicting surface mining influences within an integrated mining design and planning system entails using advanced analytical methods and modelling techniques to anticipate and evaluate the various impacts, both positive and negative, that surface mining activities may have on the environment, local communities, infrastructure, and overall project sustainability [1 – 3]. Effective management strategies are then implemented to safeguard groundwater resources, prevent contamination from mining activities, and ensure an adequate supply for both human consumption and ecological needs [4 – 6]. This involves conducting comprehensive hydrogeological assessments, establishing appropriate monitoring systems, and adopting innovative technologies for water treatment and recycling [7, 8].

JSW S.A.’s ongoing efforts to better plan the production and quality of coking coal led to the construction of an IT system, which supported deposit and mining production management. This system uses tools for three-dimensional deposit modelling and model-based software for designing and planning mining operations [9, 10]. The implemented tools served primarily as a basis for economically efficient deposit management making use of the knowledge aggregated
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in the deposit model. In the case of the Knurów mining operation, the model covered 20 coal seams [11, 12], and the strategic exploitation schedules conducted in 10- and 30-year horizons consisted of a total of about 50 longwalls (Fig. 1). Minescape software is used to model the deposit while the planning part is performed in Deswik software [9, 13].
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**Fig. 1.** A view of the coal seams from the deposit model, the ground surface and selected mine excavations.

The Knurów movement has a mining history of more than 100 years. An important issue in mining planning is surface subsidence which results from exploitation carried out in a rock mass disturbed by previous activities. Prediction of surface deformation has so far been carried out with the use of computational programs using the Budryk-Knothe theory [14] widely used in Polish coal mining [15]. In particular, in the Knurów movement, EDN software [13, 16] was used for this purpose. However, this software is not an integrated system based on a three-dimensional model of the deposit, and any analysis of a mining project requires performing iterative actions of exporting data on geometric features, scheduling of mined plots, and importing results of subsidence modelling. Data derived from the deposit model can be simplified which may have some impact on calculation results.

The Subsidence module is as well implemented in Deswik software for calculating subsidence directly based on predefined influence functions and on the basis of designed and scheduled mine workings. Among the available influence functions, the function described by Knothe [14, 15] is also available. The use of this tool in current planning work would make it possible to use full information about the geometry of the deposit and mine workings in the prediction of ground deformation, as well as to receive modelling results directly after the execution of the workings schedule. It would also fit in with the efforts postulated in the field of mining geomatics to integrate spatial data about the deposit, the planned exploitation and its impact [17].

The article describes the integrated design, scheduling tool Deswik together with the module forecasting mining impact on surface. An analysis of the use of this tool on 2 selected longwalls was carried out and the results were compared with those of a reference EDN solution [9, 18]. The conclusions present the possibilities of using the Deswik Subsidence module as a tool to quickly analyse a project in terms of its influence on the surface [19].

### 2 Methods

#### 2.1 Budryk – Knothe influence function

The Subsidence module of Deswik software allows to use the function defined by Knothe to calculate the predicted influence of mining on the surface. According to the assumptions of the Budryk-Knothe theory, the vertical displacement of the subsidence trough within the limits of an infinite half-plane is determined by the formula [14]:

\[
\Delta z = \frac{q}{2\pi \rho} \ln \left( \frac{r}{r_0} \right)
\]
\[
\Delta Z = \int \frac{a_0}{R} \frac{1}{r} e^{-\frac{\pi r^2}{R^2}},
\]
where \( R \) is the radius of the extent of the main influence; \( r \) is the distance from the elementary unit; and \( a_0 \) is the subsidence factor (dimensionless parameter), representing the ratio of the maximum theoretical settlement to the maximum physical value.

Other deformation indices important for determining the category of a mining area can be calculated using the following correlations [20]:

- The slope of the terrain of the subsidence trough profile defined as:
  \[
  T = \frac{\Delta Z}{R} \cdot e^{-\frac{\pi r^2}{R^2}}.
  \]

- Curvature of the subsidence trough profile:
  \[
  K = -2 \pi \frac{\Delta Z r}{R^3} \cdot e^{-\frac{\pi r^2}{R^2}}.
  \]

- Horizontal displacements are defined assuming their proportionality to the slope:
  \[
  U = -B \cdot T,
  \]
  where \( B \) is the proportionality factor represented by the formula:
  \[
  B = -B_0 \cdot R.
  \]

- Horizontal strain is defined as the first derivative of the horizontal displacement:
  \[
  \varepsilon = -B \cdot K.
  \]

### 2.2 Use of number model of calculation

The numeric method used in the Subsidence module is analogous to that described in the work of Ren, Reddish and Whittaker [21]. The impact of the elementary extracted volume on the subsidence of the surface area is examined. Beyond the Angle of draw, the influence is assumed negligible (Fig. 2).

![Fig. 2. A schematic diagram illustrating the influence function based on the extracted deposit element, where \( dA \) - elementary deposit fragment, \( \beta \) - angle of draw, \( H \) - depth, \( R \) - influence range radius, \( r \) - the distance of point \( P \) from the elementary unit, \( dZ \) - the subsidence at point \( P \) (based on the [21]).](image)
The calculations performed by the tested module involve generating a grid of points from the input topographic surface. Calculations of deformation indices are then performed for these points, and the points are moved in space to form the final surface, after subsidence.

The value of angle of draw was defined in the module by a different convention and was entered as the complement of the $\beta$ angle shown in the figure (Fig. 2) to 90 degrees. In addition to the choice of influence function, subsidence factor and angle of draw, the parameters used in the calculations also include information used in calculations for tilted seams:

- seam dip angle;
- dip azimuth;
- dip angle deviation factor;
- carboniferous surface layer – surface within the overburden that represents the boundary between soft and hard rock.

Theories describing horizontal displacement assume the displacement of surface points in the direction of the centre of gravity of the selected seam element, or are based on the relationship between the vertical and horizontal displacement values of a point [22]. The tested Subsidence module uses the first of these assumptions in contrast to the reference EDN solution. Therefore, in the tested module, it was not possible to introduce the B-value factor required to calculate horizontal displacements in a manner comparable to EDN. The calculation of horizontal displacements was performed in post-processing by analysing the vertical displacements of the end points of the subsidence surface.

It is also important to note that, unlike the EDN solution, the Subsidence module does not have parameters describing the exploitation boundary and the effect of rock mass relaxation, which can significantly affect the predicted course of ground deformation. Exploitation edge is not a parameter of the Budryk-Knothe theory, however, in order to achieve consistency of prognosis with observations, it is used in numerical solutions by modifying the position of the exploitation boundary [23].

The Subsidence module also allows the application of a time factor to include a delay in occurrence of subsidence on the surface. As part of the tests, this functionality was activated but its results were not analysed in detail.

### 2.3 Data for calculations and key settings

To use the module there have been prepared:

- a digital terrain model of the land surface obtained from aerial laser scanning points and developed as a grid surface,
- digital model of the deposit as solids of the seams planned for mining,
- digital model of the carboniferous roof as a grid surface,
- designed walls in the form of task solids in the Deswik Suite software, divided into segments with a length of 25 m, along with attributes of their exploitation periods.

Each of the segments of the analysed longwalls is treated separately and has individually estimated values for the slope of the seam, which can be important in calculating the location of the final subsidence trough [24].

In addition, the parameters adopted for the calculations:

- $\tan\beta = 2.0$;
- $a_0 = 0.9$;
- Deviation factor = 0.7;
- $B_0 = 0.32$;
- Time factor = 2.0;
- Mesh of the calculation grid = 10 m.
Fig. 3 presents an example window of Subsidence module settings. The land surface model, seam model, carboniferous roof model, influence function, angle of draw, subsidence factor, deviation factor, result surface and its resolution are adopted.

![Example Subsidence Module Settings](image)

**Fig. 3.** Settings of the integrated module for calculating projected mining influences.

### 3 Results

The functionality of the module was tested on real examples from the Knurów-Szczygłowice coal mine. The first simplified test was carried out on the example of a single wall at a depth of about 600 m. Only calculations in terms of calculated maximum final subsidence were tested. Deliberately, no data on the tilt of the exploited seam were entered.

Fig. 4 presents the ground surface, and the floor of an example seam with a projected wall, as well as the area of projected influences and the creation of a subsidence trough. For proper analysis of the data, as reference results, data were obtained with calculations of projected mining influences from the surveying and geological department in the EDN software. A comparison in terms of the projected maximum subsidence showed that the difference is negligible, on about 2% of the reference value.

![Projected Mining Influences](image)

**Fig. 4.** First selected wall for preliminary analysis against the terrain model with approximate extent of mining influence on the surface and resulting contours of final subsidence, values in meters.
For in-depth testing, researchers chose a wall characterized by high variability seam slope, located at a depth of more than 700 meters, with a thickness of more than 2 meters and a length of almost 2 kilometres (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. The second wall selected, the legend shows seam dip angle, values in degrees.

As a result, the surface was obtained in the form of a regular grid of topographic surface points dislocated from their initial position by the values resulting from the predicted deformations. Surface deformation parameters were calculated for these points: curvature, strain, displacement, slope and subsidence. These parameters were entered as attributes for each point separately (Fig. 6). Based on these attributes, value surfaces and contour maps of the parameters in question were created.

Fig. 6. Resulting ground elevation surface [m] and calculated values for an example point on the surface.

Once again, as reference data, results of EDN program calculations prepared by the surveying and geological department were used. The obtained shape of the subsidence trough is compared in Fig. 7.
Descents of 1 to 0.5 meters in the Deswik module cover 2% more area than the reference, while smaller subsidence of 13-25 centimetres has a 12% larger range in the EDN than in the new Subsidence module. In addition, in the Subsidence module data there is a deviation of the axis of the trough by about 1.5 degrees relative to the EDN, which is probably related to the variable slope of the longwall. A cross-section through the wall's axis shows a displacement of the trough axis of about 1m and a difference in maximum subsidence of less than 0.1m.

Due to the lack of data on slopes and horizontal strain in the reference data, these values are presented below without commentary in terms of their correspondence with the values from the EDN. However, a comparison of the final result is made in terms of the projected mining area categories, which take into consideration the maximum values of slopes, curvatures and horizontal strain.

The course of the maximum slope values over the edges of the parcel varies from +4.2 to -4.1 mm/m (Fig. 8). The radius of curvature in the section made in the middle of the wall length is -42 km and 22 km, respectively (Fig. 9). The calculated strain (Fig. 10) is in the range of +3.1 to -5.7 mm/m.
For both tools used, a maximum of category III mining area is predicted. Both category III and category II had their range predicted in the new Subsidence module, giving values that were bigger than in EDN by 59 and 41%, respectively (Fig. 11). At this stage of the work, however, it was not possible to compare categories I and 0 of the mining area, due to excessive clipping of the calculation results around the analysed area by the new Subsidence module.
4 Discussion

The use of the new integrated Subsidence module made it possible to estimate the influence of the planned mining on the deformation of the ground surface much more quickly. It was also possible to assess the category of the mining area and the associated intensity of influence on objects on the surface already at the stage of designing the exploitation. The high degree of integration of spatial data expected from this type of tool was achieved. A similar research result was also obtained in references [18, 25, 26].

It was assessed that the conformity of the prognosis in terms of maximum subsidence and deviation of influences over the exploitation in the inclined seam compared to the reference solution is very high. In addition, the adoption of the inclination of the seam at the longwall axis according to the three-dimensional model of the deposit and combined with the model of the carboniferous roof surface resulted in a variable deviation of the trough axis from the axis of the designed longwall.

Due to the inability to determine the coefficient of proportionality of horizontal displacement to slope, the Subsidence module did not allow to calculate strain in a comparable way to the reference solution. These values were calculated in an additional step on the resulting grid of calculation points. The limited range of reference data in terms of slopes, curvatures and horizontal deformations meant that a detailed comparison of these values was not possible. However, the results of the comparison of the range of mining area categories indicate that the same mining area categories were determined, however, their projected ranges in the new Subsidence module are clearly larger than in the reference solution. This is probably due to the additional calculation parameters adopted in the reference solution to describe the effect of mining edge and relaxation [17] which are not present in the Budryk-Knothe theory [23] and were also not used in the Subsidence module described.

5 Conclusions

Authors of the article presents the testing and evaluation of a newly integrated Subsidence module designed to assess the impact of mining activities on ground surface deformation. Initial tests conducted on real examples from a coal mine demonstrated close agreement, with only a negligible difference of approximately 2% observed in calculated maximum subsidence compared to reference values. Subsequent in-depth testing on a longwall face characterized by significant variability in slope revealed differences between the new module and the reference software (EDN), particularly in the shape and extent of subsidence forms, as well as deviations in trough axis and maximum subsidence.

Surface deformation analysis was conducted using the module, which generated a regular grid of topographic surface points displaced by predicted deformations. Parameters such as curvature, strain, displacement, slope, and subsidence were calculated and mapped to provide insights into the ground surface changes resulting from mining activities. The comparison of results highlighted discrepancies between the Subsidence module and the EDN software, especially concerning smaller subsidence values and the projection of mining area categories, with the new module generally predicting larger ranges for certain categories.

It was noted that the tool allowed for quicker estimation of mining impacts and assessment of mining area categories. Despite high conformity between the module's predictions and the reference solution for maximum subsidence and deviation of influences over the inclined seam, limitations were identified in calculating curvatures and deformations compared to the reference solution. These differences in projected mining area categories were attributed to the absence of certain calculation parameters in the Subsidence module,
suggesting the need for further refinement to align more closely with reference solutions and address limitations in deformation parameter calculations.
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